Characters D6 / Commander Tamizande
Name: Commander Tamizander Rey
Homeworld: Esseles
Species: Human
Gender: Male
Move: 10
DEXTERITY: 2D
Blaster: 5D+2
Blaster Artillery: 4D
Dodge: 5D
Vehicle Blasters: 4D+2
PERCEPTION: 3D
Bargain: 5D+1
Command: 5D+2
Persuasion: 4D+2
Search: 4D+2
KNOWLEDGE: 3D+2
Bureaucracy: 5D+2
Scholar; Logistics: 5D+1
Tactics: 5D
Willpower: 4D+2
STRENGTH: 3D
Brawling: 4D+2
Lifting: 5D+1
MECHANICAL: 3D
Communications: 5D+2
Captial Ship Shields: 5D
Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2
Sensors: 6D
TECHNICAL: 3D
Computer Programming/Repair: 5D
Repulsorlift Repair: 6D
Security: 5D+2
EQUIPMENT
400 Credits
Blaster Pistol (4D), Cold Weather Rebel Uniform (+1D vs Cold), Comlink, Datapad
FORCE SENSITIVE - N
FORCE POINTS 3

DARK SIDE POINTS 0
CHARACTER POINTS 8
Description: Tamizander Rey was a Human male commander of the Alliance to Restore the Republic
during the Galactic Civil War. A native of the planet Esseles in the Galactic Core, Rey abandoned his role
with the Esselian defense force following the dissolution of the Imperial Senate shortly before the Battle
of Yavin. After joining the Rebellion, he served at the secret Echo Base on the Outer Rim Territories ice
planet Hoth by 3 ABY. As the facility's senior deck officer, he was responsible for overseeing all docking
bay operations. At Rey's suggestion, General Carlist Rieekan issued an order preventing any starship
from leaving Hoth's surface until Echo Base's energy shield was activated, which earned Rey the ire of
many non-Rebel pilots finding themselves trapped in the base as a result. During the Battle of Hoth, Rey
coordinated the evacuation of the base's various transports.
Biography
Echo Base deck officer
Tamizander Rey was a Human male from the Core World Esseles, a planet highly regarded for its rich
culture, celebrated museums, and technologically-advanced research facilities. Rey served as a member
of the Esselian defense force, a local military unit, though he resigned following the dissolution of the
Imperial Senate by Galactic Emperor Palpatine in 0 BBY, just prior to the Battle of Yavin.
Afterward, Rey joined the Alliance to Restore the Republic as a highly-skilled starship pilot, eventually
earning an assignment to the Alliance High Command's secret Echo Base on the Outer Rim Territories
ice planet Hoth by 3 ABY, as a commander. As Echo Base's senior deck officer, Rey was responsible for
overseeing the facility's docking bay operations in the base's main hangar, working closely with
Lieutenant Romas Navander, who coordinated and relayed orders to Rebel ships from the command
center. No starship landed on or departed from the ice planet without Rey's knowledge.
When Han Solo returned to the base after one of many routine scouting missions of the external Hoth
perimeter with Luke Skywalker, Rey was present in the docking bay, helping to oversee the maintenance
of the base's T-47 airspeeders, dubbed "snowspeeders," by ordering a group of repair droids to assist in
the difficulty Echo Base had getting the speeders to operate in the planet's nighttime sub-freezing
temperatures. General Carlist Rieekan, commander of the base, and Princess Leia Organa ordered Rey
to report in to the command center as soon as Skywalker and Solo returned. When Rey attempted to
direct Solo to the command center, the smuggler was more interested in the condition of his freighter, the
Millennium Falcon. Solo was upset to discover, as he learned from Rey, that base technicians were
pulled away from working on the ship to address the more dire needs of the snowspeeders.
After Solo discovered later that Skywalker had failed to report in to the base after investigating a
purported meteorite that crashed into Hoth's icy surface during their scouting mission, he questioned Rey
as to whether or not Skywalker had been heard from. Rey sheepishly responded that he had not seen
him but considered the possibility that Skywalker may have alternatively entered through the base's
southern entrance. Although not in an official position to give commands, Solo ordered Rey to check on
Skywalker's location, to which Rey complied, eventually discovering for himself that Skywalker was
missing.

Search for Skywalker and Battle of Hoth
As pilots from Rogue Group prepared to depart from the base the next morning in snowspeeders to
search for Skywalker and Solo, the latter of whom had left the base just as night settled to search for his
missing friend, Rey eagerly reported to Rieekan that external temperatures had reached operational
limits for the speeders and that the base's shield doors were ready to be opened. Rey proceeded to
direct each Rogue's departure from the hangar.
Shortly before the Battle of Hoth, Rey made the suggestion to General Pharl McQuarrie, second-incommand to Rieekan, that no ship be permitted to leave Hoth until the base's shield generator had been
activated. Rieekan agreed with the precautionary measure, effectively grounding the many non-Rebel
pilots delivering supplies to Echo Base, who in turn became angry with Rey. Rey was later grievously
injured during the Alliance defeat at the Battle of Hoth while coordinating the departures of the various
Rebel evacuation transports. Nevertheless, he dutifully continued to oversee the evacuations. Despite
the crushing Rebel defeat, a significant portion of Echo Base's personnel and equipment were able to
escape the Imperial assault, including thirteen of thirty GR-75 medium transports.
Personality and traits
The increasing Imperialization of the galaxy during the Galactic Civil War, part of which included the
disbanding of the Imperial Senate in 0 BBY, led Tamizander Rey to join the Rebel Alliance as a talented
starship pilot. As Echo Base's senior deck officer, he suggested to the base's command staff that no ship
be allowed to leave Hoth until the shield generator was activated despite the resulting flak he received
from non-partisan pilots. During the Imperial invasion of Hoth, he dutifully proceeded to oversee the
departing escape transports even after suffering serious injuries.
Rey had a particularly tumultuous relationship with Han Solo, whose brash nature often clashed with his
own responsibilities as senior deck officer. Solo typically responded to Rey's requests to follow base
procedure with his trademark sarcasm, neglecting a direct order to report to the command center and
later ordering Rey to check on Luke Skywalker's missing status, without necessarily having the authority
to do so. When Solo snapped at Rey to quickly check on Skywalker due to Hoth's threatening nighttime
cold, Rey fired back in return that he was well aware that Hoth's sun was setting, quipping that he joined
the Rebellion because of his perceptive nature.
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